The Future-Proof Fleet Management Solution

Take Safety, Efficiency and Compliance to a New Level with the GO8 and Geotab’s Open Platform for Fleet Management.

Easy Plug-&-Play Installation
Simply plug the small form-factor GO8 device into your vehicle’s OBD II port or using an adapter. No dash-mounted antenna or any splicing of wires.

Advanced Vehicle Tracking
The Geotab GO8 offers advanced GPS technology, g-force monitoring, GEOTAB IOX® expandability, and engine and battery health assessments, with the added feature of communicating on the LTE network. Simplify fleet management with MyGeotab software and mobile app.

Ultra-Accurate Engine Diagnostics
Industry-leading engine integration. Extract valuable information on vehicle health and status. The Geotab GO8 records VIN, odometer, engine faults, seat belt and more.

LTE Connectivity
Future proof your fleet with LTE. With connectivity to the LTE network, you have longevity and peace of mind.

Industry-Leading Secure Communication
Geotab platform security is designed for end-to-end protection of your data.

Geotab Marketplace
Customize your solution with a wide range of third-party mobile apps, software Add-Ins, hardware accessories and integrations. The Geotab Marketplace is your go-to source for all your fleet management needs.
High-Performance Technology for Fleet Optimization
Optimize your fleet with high-performance technology that’s scalable, flexible, and can be customized to suit your exact business needs — productivity, efficiency, safety, or compliance. The expandable Geotab GO8 is compatible with many different vehicle types: Heavy-Duty trucks, delivery vans, cars, hybrid & electric. Suitable for diverse fleet applications, from transportation and delivery, to sales and service, construction, oil, gas and mining, and more.

Intelligent In-Vehicle Driver Coaching
Increase fleet safety and control costs with real-time driver feedback — with the Geotab GO TALK in-vehicle verbal coaching solution or by buzzer. Set up rules to reduce unwanted driving behaviors like speeding, idling, or not wearing a seat belt. Target productivity or strengthen compliance.

Accident Detection and Notification
Stay informed with accident detection notifications by email or desktop alert. If a suspected accident is detected, detailed data will be automatically uploaded from the device to allow for forensic reconstruction of the event. What’s more, the Geotab GO8 also has the unique ability to detect in-vehicle reverse collisions.

IOX Expansion Technology
Extend your solution by connecting to powerful Add-Ons via the input/output (IOX) expander port. The Geotab GO8 supports the connection of up to 5 external IOX Add-Ons, including satellite tracking, driver ID, hours of service (HOS), temperature tracking, camera systems, and more. Discover the possibilities. Visit: marketplace.geotab.com

Future-Proof Your Fleet with the Geotab GO8. Request a Demo Today.